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UNEARTH TALENT MISSION STATEMENT 

 
Our Philosophy is to understand our clients business culture and expectations. Providing staffing solutions and 
outstanding follow up allows our client to achevie high level of patient health care while increasing profitablity 

 
 

 

UNEARTH TALENT HEALTH CARE STAFFING 

 
The challenges of staffing, particularly in the health care industry, have become much more complex. 

Health care facilities, governmental agencies, schools, prisons and other organizations have a growing need 
for qualified health care professionals. At the same time, employees are looking for more flexibility and 
control of their careers. Interim HealthCare has become a leader in the development of a supplemental 
workforce that provides a great solution for the employer while meeting the needs of the employee 
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We Provide Manpower for below mentioned Functional Areas: 

 General Dentist/Endodontist/Orthodontist/Oral and Maxillofacial surgeon/Periodontist/Oral Pahtologist 

 
 Physicians/General medicine/Emergency medicine Surgeons 

 
 Gynaecology 

 
 Radiology 

 
 Orthopedic 

 
 Anaesthesiologist 

 
 Paediatricians 

 
 Dip. Cardiology 

 
 Dermatology 

 
 Super specialities like cardiologists, Nephrologist, Endocrinologist, Urologist, Andrologist, Neuro 

surgeon, Oncologist, Gastroentrologist, Neurophysician Medical officer jobs 

 
 Staff Nurses /Anm/GNM 

 
 ,Medicl Coders,Medical Trascriptionist 

 
 All kinds of technician – Medical & Non Medical 
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Why go for our recruitment services 
with Unearth Talent 
 
Create value in your manpower strength 

When we do the recruitment with us, we ensure that we create value for you with our endeavor for searching the 
best talents for you. It does not include only the filling up of vacancy with matching resumes. The persons that are 
sent should fit into the culture of the organization that they are being sent to. Our initial process of filtration takes care 
of these activities. We ensure sending the best suited profiles. Any misfit in the organization can spell harm to your 
company in the days to come. Our long experience in the field of candidate searching, sorting and shortlisting have 
made the job easier for us. 

 
Higher Revenues 

 All round the clock recruitment process is on. 

 You can get critical manpower at lower costs. 

 We use the latest tools for recruiting and source number of candidates. 

 You can get to have certain allied services at the same cost itself. 

Highly flexible services 
The in-house persons can devote more of their time for greater value-added jobs. 
The team of recruits may be scaled up or down as per the industry demand and the orders in hand. 
We can tap in newer places for good manpower and help our client companies. 
 
You can ask for allied HR services also at affordable rates. 
Obligations of contract 
We are not at all rigid in the terms and conditions of the contract. At Unearth Talent, we offer lots of freedom in easy cancellation 
and renewal of contracts. We do not believe in putting too much of bindings on our clients as it strains relationships. This flexibility 
has many of the clients to stay back with us. 
We believe in long term partnerships 

 Thorough understanding of the business process of the client. 

 Suggesting ways of improvement of the recruitment process. 

 Transparent in our dealings. 

 Competitive rates make clients think several times to dissociate from us. 

 At Unearth Talent, we believe recruitment is about quality, not quantity. Whether you are a candidate seeking your  next   
challenge, or an employer with a critical vacany Unearth Talent deal with you as individuals. The difference is clear. Over 90% of 
the candidates we submit to our clients are called for interviews. For the interviews we arrange for the clients, over 90% of our 
candidates receive a job offer. 
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Management Development and Training 
 
 
Unearth Talent offers a full warranty on our recruitment service – a candidate will be replaced by us at no charge if 
they leave the client’s employment in the first three months of employment, for whatever reason. 

 
Whereas we focus on Recruitment, we provide Management development and training services. 
 
Our training is very interactive and commits the participants to action plans where the skills can be easily   

transferred to the workplace. 
 
Our trainers are competent with experience in industry but also consulting and therefore have been exposed to 

International best practice. 
 
 
Most personnel are promoted on the basis of their technical competence while their management skills are not 

adequately developed. High turnover of staff in organizations research has shown is caused by unskilled managers 
of people. Our management training seeks to address this gap or problem. Our approach to development is wider 
than just training. We may provide coaching services on a case by case basis. We usually do this for Talent that has 
been identified for promotion or succession planning. 

 
For any clarifications, you are welcome to contact us on the given phone numbers or through email. Thanking you             

& assuring you of our best services always. 
 

With best regards, 
 
UNEARTH TALENT 
 BUSINESS HEAD 
Rakesh KM 
Phone : +91 9961302541 
Mail: hr@unearthtalent.com 
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